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Mr Anayetur Rahman  
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Subject: Submission of the Internship report.   

Sir,  

It is a matter of great pleasure for me to submit my internship report on. I have tried my level best to 

fulfill the requirements of the report. I consider myself very fortunate to prepare this report under 

your guidance. This has been a great opportunity for me. It has provided me with a great scope of 

applying the gathered classroom knowledge in the practical field. During the internship period I got 

to know many new faces and developed interacting skills. I must mention here that I am extremely 

grateful to you for your valuable guidance and constant attention as and when required.  

Therefore, I expect that you will pardon my unintentional mistakes in preparing this report. I will be 

pleased to answer any sort of query you think necessary as now and when needed. I am always 

available to share the pleasure of discussions.  

Thanking You  

  

  

……………….               

Mahfuz Ahmed  

ID: 161-24-552   
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Executive Summary  
  

  

  

NEWS24 is a fast growing Television Channel. The channel has a clear advantage over the 

competitors. NEWS24 has some additional features in comparison to its competitors. NEWS24 is 

the best 24 hours live channel in Bangladesh. The News of NEWS24 is playing a vital role to increase 

the subscribers and customers.  

Internship provides the opportunity for exploring professional skill and gaining more knowledge 

about professionalism. Being a student of Journalism & Mass Communication I have learned about 

television journalism. How a visual media works, structure of a television channel, how newsroom 

people work, how production team work, how to work under more pressure. Apart from institutional 

learning I also learned how practical journalism practice is going on in Bangladeshi broadcast media. 

This is an internship report on my working experience in News department at NEWS24. It starts 

with an introduction about NEWS24 followed by the activities of the channel. It gives briefing about 

work flow of NEWS24, how News team works and my responsibilities there. I have tried to design 

the chapters chronologically about function and working flow of NEWS24, different departments of 

the channel and how these work. The report also include about the marketing system which is used 

by NEWS24. Also it discusses mission, vision, goals and operational description of NEWS24. It also 

includes some necessary statistics. I then tried to spell out my personal & professional experiences 

as an intern. At end of this report I included observation of my professional gaining, learning and 

limitations during the internship.   
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Chapter 1  

Introduction  

  

  

Internship is a program where we can share our skill in different job sector. It helps to gain new 

experience and performing pre-insight. For professional careers internship serve this experience for 

different job sector. It can be corporate or different news house. If you thinking to do internship 

you have to be post-graduate from university or vocational training center. Internships for school 

children who are able to show their experience which can be called work experience for those 

student. It can be paid or unpaid, and generally to know about your work position.  

 Internship is a process that is completely different from academic results. An internship is a place 

to prepare yourself for practicing hands-on training. Here's the first step to working at the corporate 

level where we can become more ourselves. It helps to develop skills and become professional. 

This makes them professional and confident for future careers. It helps a student improve his 

academic and practical knowledge. Initially, internships usually have a supervisor who assigns 

specific tasks. Internship is a period of graduate work experience provided by the organization for a 

limited time. The internship program has become a bridge for those who want to enter the 

corporate phase from student life. Through an internship, anyone who knows the true working 

environment will be very different from the general public.Employers who have relevant 

workplace experience become more valuable and this makes internships an attractive prospect. And 

evaluate the overall functioning of the Internet. Television is one of the best ways to reach people 

in the remote areas at the same time. There are also radio newspaper magazines as well as the 

media. Today's television media is the world's most populous media.   

NEWS24 started as a private television station. It is one of the latest TV channel in Bangladesh.   

Chairman of Bashundhara Group Limited Ahmed Akbar Sobhan. Mr. Safwan Sobhan is the 

Managing Director of NEWS24. Mr. Ahmed Akbar Sobhan is the Chairman of this channel. Mr.  

Borhanul Haque Shamrat, Mr. Mijanur Rahman are Editors and Mr. Anwer Sadi is the Senior 

Editors of NEWS24. The channel has set to join the fleet of media stations by frequenting its 

television sets. NEWS24 started test runs from 26 March 2016. The Channel was officially 

launched on 28 July 2016. The name of the new station was chosen to open up the vision of 24/7-

hours News Channel. We know today media is playing an important role in presenting news and 

views.   
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Chapter 2 

Understanding Broadcasting Journalism  

  

  

2.1   Overview   

  
  

The general public turned on the television and watched the news. The audience simply watches and 

listens to the news program. What they see and hear is accepted as truth. In television, News 

programs have great responsibilities. Broadcast journalism is what brings professional television 

news to the public. Broadcast journalism is the field of news journalism that is broadcast let the 

printed newspapers and posts instead of the old method be published by the electric system instead. 

Broadcast methods include radio-television and, more recently, the world-wide-web.  

 Radio was the first medium for broadcast journalism. Many of the first radio stations were 

cooperative community radio ventures not making a profit. Later, radio advertising to pay for 

programs was pioneered in radio. Later still, television displaced radio and newspapers as the main 

news sources for most of the public in industrialized countries.  

Broadcast journalism is the profession that brings television news to the public. Broadcast 

journalism refers to the spread of journalism, including print media, faster than the old forms of 

journalism. Radio and television broadcasts are made available to people of different languages,  

which is far less formal than traditional print media. Journalism refers to the correct determination 

of the information contained in the stories presented during the newscaster.  
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2.2 The News Media  

  

The news media or news industry are based on news basically for the general audiences or peoples.  

Television news may be classified as one of three basic types: Mainstream media, Non  

Mainstream media and Tabloid media. There are subdivisions of these categories, but this section 
concentrates on the three basic areas.    

Mainstream media does programming that is neutral without a specific vision. Mainstream media is 

the most respected result of broadcast journalism. This national news programming consists of 

24hour cable-based news network-level programs on major television network lanes and broadcast 

on local news programs broadcast by local companies.  

  

 Media does programming that is neutral without a specific vision. Mainstream media is the most 

respected result of broadcast journalism. This national news programming consists of 24-hour 

cable-based news network-level programs on major television network lanes and broadcast on local 

news programs broadcast by local companies.  

  

Non-mainstream media is programming that is expected to report news from a particular point of 

view. For example, the news presented on a religious-oriented cable station is expected to examine 

the news from a religious perspective.   

  

  
 

    

The News Med ia   

      

     

    

Mainstream  

Media   

                                             

Tabloid Media   Non Mainstream  

Media   
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Figure: Structure of a TV Station (NCA).   
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2.3. Reason for choosing broadcast media for internship  

  

  

  

  

The only reason I want to be a TV journalist is to take an electronic media internship. In addition, 

there are other reasons TV channels have a great socioeconomic impact. It is currently one of the 

largest investment areas.  In 1997, the government allowed private broadcast satellite TV channels. 

Since then the number of private television channels has increased rapidly and more channels are 

established now. I think I have a lot of effort that a TV reporter needs. As well as electronic media 

is one of the largest and growing industry where there is opportunity to show growth and creativity.  

It is a platform to learn myself and prepared well. I think it is the best platform to prepare me go the 

corporate jobs. I could better my voice when I want to work professional reporter. Presentation is 

one of the main think of a Television media. At the time it reach a very familiarly everywhere.  

It’s a great opportunity for me where I did my internship well. So that’s why I choosing this 

broadcast media. At the same time I could learn how to delivered voice over, news writing, 

outsides of the house and other technological task also. I think electronic media is the biggest scope 

where I could express or show my intellectual and creativity. That’s why I think it is the first for 

choice broadcast media for my internship.   
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2.4. Significance of the Internship  

  

  

  

Internships are a huge field of practical experience. This will open a window outside the textbook. 

Our four years of honors are more about the history, electronic media than we are about identity. 

How they work Video production terminology and broadcast journalism and more. But before 

coming to News24 many more things were unknown to me. But after joining the internship, the 

medium of broadcasting became very easy for me.  

I selected the field for my work on news24 three-month for news reporting. This month while I was 

working in the newsroom, I found that working in the newsroom has an advantage. I found in my 

work place different kind of people. They are very helpful. Internship has more significance of a 

student. It works as a bridge of a student to go corporate work or job.      

  

I have been in NEWS24 for 3 months internship. I have selected my work area in News Reporting. 

I have a lot interest in this area. As I worked in newsroom in these months I found that there is a 

benefit to work in the newsroom. It helps to know about what is going on worldwide. It also helps 

to know about many more websites like AP, AFP, Reuters APTN, BBC NEWS etc.  The employees 

of NEWS24 are too much helpful. I found my teammates very cooperative and friendly. I learned a 

lot from them. Internship is really needed to fulfill the requirement to get the honors degree through 

which one can make him/her competent for his career.  
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2.5. Purpose of this Internship  

  

  

  

  

Internship has always significant purpose. To complete of the internship I wanted to:    

  

● Want to know about media politics.  

● Enhance news script.  

● Learn about field reporting.  

● increase my skill and capacity   

● Proved myself as a staff of this organization.  

● Increase communication skill level.  

● Developed news sense.  

● To be able news room activities.  

● Increase source of communication.  
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 2.6. Overview: Television Media in Bangladesh  

  

  

Television is one of the main technologies that help us to communicate with whole world. 

The first   television   channel   in   Bangladesh   is   Bangladesh   Television   (BTV)   which   

started broadcasting in the year 1964. Until 1990 BTV was the only terrestrial television in 

the country. ATN Bangla was the first private satellite TV channel in Bangladesh. ATN 

Bangla channel started operating in 1997. In 2011, Ekushey Television (ETV) became the 

first Bangladeshi channel to broadcast all its content live to viewers around the globe, through 

its official website as well as viewer’s world. The channel is popularly acknowledged as the 

voice of the nation and considered the most popular TV channel in Bangladesh due to its 

news and other innovative programs. There are 2 terrestrial state run TV channels: 

Bangladesh Television (BTV) and Sangshad Television. BTV runs a TV channel BTV World 

which broadcasts by satellite 24 hours a day to Asia, Australasia and the Middle East.  

  

  

Privately owned television stations are ATN Bangla, ATV News, Channel-I, Baishakhi TV, 

Banglavision, Channel-9, Channel-24, Channel-16, Desh TV, Ekushe TV(ETV), Mohona  

TV, MY TV, NTV, RTV, Ekattor TV, SA TV, Somoy Television, Independent, Gazi 

Television(GTV), Bijoy TV, Maasranga Television, Gan Bangla(GB), Jamuna TV, Asian 

TV, News 24 and DBC NEWS. Some new television channels in Bangladesh coming soon. 

The media industry of Bangladesh is emerging at a very rapid pace and new channels are 

introduced to the audience almost every month. Astoundingly, the number of television 

viewers in Bangladesh is more than 70 million; currently there are 27 fully established TV 

channels in Bangladesh. Advertising is the sector where TV channels make most amount of 

their financial revenue, so the TV channels heavily rely on advertisements.   
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Chapter 3  

 3.1 About NEWS24  

  

  
  

  

One of the Bashundhara Group's organizations is West Media Group's News24. East West 

Media Group Limited news24 focuses on women and communities in the city and rural 

people, according to the News of Entertainment TV channel. It is a fast growing TV channel 

in Bangladesh. It was first operated on 26 March 2016. So far the channel has been receiving 

positive feedback from viewers. Generally it base on news. There are different kind of show 

program also. It also huge transition and maintain different program.   

East West Media Group Ltd is the mass media enterprise of the Bashundhara Group that was 

established in 2009. Every hour news base television. Bashundhara group is one of the 

famous organization in our country. There are  many honorable person are here Naem Nizam 

CEO of News24,  Rahul Raha Head of news, Shahnaz Munni Chief news editor, Mizanur 

Rahman news editor. There are various departments of news house. All the tools and things 

are modernized in this media house.    
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3.2. Different Departments of News24   

  

  

NEWS24 is fully equipped state of the art studios with the state of the digital equipment and 

feed from play back room directly and linked to up linking will bring the advantage of the 

most advanced transmission and production to the viewers. There are five departments in 

NEWS24. They are:  

  

3.2.1. Human Resource and Administration Department  

  

A company is incomplete without a human resource department so it is said. But, it’s true as 

the very existence of a human resource department is vital to overall productivity and 

efficiency of the strong workforce in any thriving organization. In fact, good human resources 

can be one of the most valued and respected departments in an organization; their job is 

managing people, and people are the company’s most important asset. One of the major roles 

of a human resources department in a successful business involves a lot of observation and 

analysis from behind the scenes. HR and Admin department of NEWS24 is very active and 

strong department. The department looks after transport, Food & all other utilities facilities 

of company’s employees. Mr. Nafiz Azim is the Deputy Manager of HR and Admin of 

NEWS24.  

  

3.2.2. Sales and Marketing Department  

  

Sales and marketing has following section:  

  

 Market analysis and research  

 Collection of Advertisements  

 Agreements and documentation  

 Production and promotion  
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3.2.3. News and Current Affairs Department   

  

The News and Current Affairs Department of NEWS24 is consists of three Editors, Chief  

News Editor, News Editor, Joint  News Editor,  Special Correspondent,  Assignment   

Editor, Senior Newsroom Editor, Newsroom Editor, Executive Producer, Reporters, Senior  

Producer, Associate Producer, Assistant Producer, Senior Production Executive, Production 

Executive, Futures or Planning Editor, News Anchor/On-Air Talent, Researcher and 

Research Assistant.  

  

News and Current Affairs department has following section:  

 Reporting  

 Production  

 Presentation  

 Life style  

 Talk shows on Current Affairs  

 Research, Reference and archive  
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3.2. 4 Vision, Mission and Goal   

  

  

  

Vision:  

News24 is want to become a 24 hour live Bangla news channel in worldwide Bangla people. It 

want to be the most trusted of national and international news for Bengali speaking people around 

the world.  

Mission:   

News24 will always be there by sending the right news to entertain and educate the general 

public. Goal:  

Really being the mouthpiece of Bangladesh, a nation that is moving forward with our model of 

liberation war in 1971.  
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 3.2.5 Downlink Parameters of NEWS24  

  

   Satellite: Apstar 7  

  

Orbital Position: 76.5’ E  

Symbol Rate: 4610 Ks/s  

Frequency: 4087 Mhz  

FEC: 3/4  

Polarization: Horizontal  

  

Carrier Type: Mpeg 4, DVB-S2  

  

Modulation: QPSK  

  

Video Format: DVB-S2, MPEG-24/HD  
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Chapter 4  

  My Internship at NEWS24  

  

Now I want to say about an internship, an internship is a period of work experience by an 

employer. Which allows students and graduates to interact. Those within a particular industry 

relate to their field of study. I choose news24 television for my internship. Though it is a news 

base media it can help me more to produce news script, news and other opportunity.     

It usually work under the supervision of an internship supervisor. During this time he/she 

received professional training from his/her supervisor. This is basically an internship program for 

graduate students who will enter the job.   

During this time his/her supervisor provided practical experience and opportunities to work in the 

field.  During my internship, every employee of News24 has helped encourage me a lot. This 

internship basically helps the mainstream media work professionally and besides it helps to 

understand the media in Bangladesh very closely. It is a fast growing TV channel in Bangladesh. 

Generally it base on news. There are different kind of show program also. It also huge transition 

and maintain different program. It is totally different from academic learning. I face different kind 

of difficulty when I was in assignment. Gradually overcome this problem and attend to the work.   

  

Picture: Attendance of work place I have worked three months internship  
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4.1 Supervisor at News24  

  

  

Mr. Faruk Hossain, Chief Reporter of Nes24 is my organizational supervisor. While I was joining 

news24 for internship, he was my organizational supervisor. He has been given proper guidelines 

and he always positive all the things. He manage reporting sector basically reporter and assign to 

the reporter to go field. I found he is a person, every employee of news24 go to him and discuss 

many various issues. During my internship, I found him outstanding and three time he assign me 

to the field work.     
  

4.2 Key Persons Regarding News  

News Presenter  

  

While news presenter is a part of the news production team, the producer basically directs 

him/her. In NEWS24 presenters are also involved with reporting and newsroom editing. 
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Presenters start their preparation hardly one hour before the bulletin and go to makeup. Then they 

gather the stories and rundown. Some time they do a short rehearsal. Then he/she goes to the 

studio for presenting the news.  

  

News Editor   

  

A ‘News Producer’ is the key person for the duration of the news-when the news goes ‘ON AIR’. 

Usually there is no pressure on a News Producer or his/her team but when the bulletin times come 

closer, the whole production team remains under tremendous pressure.  

Their working area is big. They have to work in co-operation with the newsroom, news studio, panel, 

graphics, ingest and MCR. Half an hour prior to arrange news bulletins the producers go for making 

rush to the reporter/newsroom editors for their package/story, appropriate ASTON’s (like-name of 

the person, who is on the screen), graphics, stings, make clearing the muddled newsroom and so 

on. At that time the news producer makes him/herself update with the rundown and the stories, 

which are provided by the Joint news editor. He/she tries to fill up the checklist of LINK, 

PACKAGE.SYNC, OOV, IV, and SOT as early as possible.  

News Editor   

Next come news editors and newsroom editor’s work. They edit the composed stories; create 

theoretical corrections, figurative modify if and when necessary to make the news lively and specific. 

The Joint News Editors approve things to make the package (complete story with video, ambient, 

voices, graphic etc). After that the reporters go to the Editing panel through ingest and make his/her 

package story.  
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4.3 Other Sections Regarding News  

  

Editing Panel  

  

Where the footages or videos are edited and screened to play. There are 12 editing panels in 

NEWS24. This temperature of the panels is too low to keep their CPU functional. So that 

sometimes the employees of editing panel wear winter costume to work. Desk reporter, field 

reporters give their voice on footage at the editing panels. District reporting videos are sending 

by their local correspondents, sometimes some videos are downloaded by IT section.  

Graphics(GFX)   

Department  

 Sometimes we see the name of the person who is speaking on television screen. This is called 

Aston. At the beginning time, break time and end time of news we hear some sounds with some 

writings. There are called stings. We see sometime reporters use pie-chart or stile picture.  

 Master Control Room (MCR) and Power Control Room   (PCR)  

  

The room from where the news in on aired, it is Power Control Room (PCR). NEWS24 has two 

PCR. PCR send the signal to Master Control Room (MCR). MCR send it to satellite, then audience 

or DISH antenna received the signal & watch news. Master Control Room or MCR not only works 

with the news also with all additional presentation of the station. This is the sector from where final 

fire goes on air. The continuous, jerk-less television appearance we get at the home is only possible 

because of the efficiency of this department. They send all the required pictures of NEWS24 like- 

the station logo, scrolling headlines, commercial and promos all in sequence. MCR controls the 

PCR, gives countdown to get ready and starts the news production. By receiving signal from the 

PCR indicating the finishing line of any block of production, the MCR people start playing 

commercials.  
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 IT   Department  

  

IT department handles the problems related to computer. They receive and send footage. The 

editing panel sends footage to IT department and IT send the footage back to editing panels.  

IT department have to look after all the computers of the house. When there is a problem while 

downloading or uploading a program, it must be informed to IT department.  

  

Ingest  

In this department various channel footage are recorded. And live feed & any other international 

feed s are recorded. When reporters cover any report then they come to this department and copy 

they footage in ingest department’s people in server.  

  

Camerapersons  

The camerapersons are also known as NCA cameramen and they are also treated as 

photojournalists. Like the Video Editors who work with the news, they should have little 

knowledge about journalism. Consequently these two types of people are also newspersons; 

through they are not reporters or editors. Sometime a senior cameraman can provide a better output 

then a young reporter, while a full of news video editor could make significant cut-paste-edit of a 

story.  
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 4.4 The responsibilities that I performed as an Intern  

  

I have joined in NCA Department (News and Current Affairs) of NEWS24 on 24th December, 

2016. On my first day at the department, I felt very nervous but some days later I became confident 

about the work. In NEWS24 I have found everyone very friendly. When my coordinator introduced 

me to them I saw everyone came to me and talked to me. Everyone asked my name and the 

university from which I came. I walked every desk and spoke to everyone friendly. Then they 

gradually came to my desk and had a chat with me. They told me if I needed help they would 

provide me with any type of cooperation. Now they liked me very much. I am working hard to 

prove my worth and the name of my university as one of best in the private universities in the 

country. In my internship program I have learned how to run a news channel. It is a fantastic journey 

of my life just because media always play different role in the society. I came to learn how to write 

OOV, SOT and PKG news in simple and easy way and how to work with pressure as an intern. I 

had the opportunity to interview in famous people. I also worked an assignment desk. This work is 

very discreet in news channel. I have learned about news media technology as well as good 

command of my voice throwing.  

My internship let me know that there is a vast difference between class room learning and practical 

field work .I have faced lots of difficulty in my assignment. My education in relation to media and 

communication has assisted me a lot. There are lots of similarities between my subjects and News 

department. Here in the house all are very friendly, helpful. Through my communication course I 

apply here to how to establish effective communication.  
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Preview of inception Rundown   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Inception Rundown where take the news  
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4.5 Daily Works/Job Responsibilities:  

  

  

  

Let’s know some of my Responsibilities in my office:  

  

● Check out every day’s assignment sheet.  

● Writing Ticker and scroll.  

● Coordinate with district journalist.  

● Check news rundown.  

● Prepare PKG/OOV/SOT  

● Assist to News editor to make news  

● Make video footage based on script ● Coordinate with video editors.  

● Coordinate with MCR and PCR  
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Picture: I am Interviewing Former Banker Nurul Amin for develop my news.   
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4.6   List of weekly activities   

  

First week (01 October-07 October)  

  

●Typing MS word 

● learned Typing Speed  

● Read different types of news  

● Introduced to news reporter, news editor   

 ●Showed how to edit a news  

● Showing Ticker desk and how to write it  

  

   

  

  

Second week (08 October-14 October)  

  

● Given to write ticker and scroll  

● Co-ordinate with district journalist  

● How to write a news oov  

● Given to edit a news oov  

●Cut the footage of a news oov of editing panel  

● introduce and work of PCR & MCR  
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Third week (16 October-22 October)  

  

● Write news oov and cut the shot video  

● Cut the district correspondent sent footage for oov  

● Cutting oov + sot  

● Writing bullet important speech as ticker    

● Introduce package writing  

  

  

  

  

 

Fourth week (23 October-29 October)  

  

● Writing oov + sot  

● Sit assignment desk and write Ticker  

● Assign to recall footage to the ingest    

● See how to run   
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Fifth week (30 October-5 November)  

  

  

● showing how to write package or edit the package  

● Write at least 20 oov this week  

● Learnt transfer footage from ingest to editing panel.  

  

  

  

Sixth week (6 November-12 November)  

  

  

● Write per day at least 4-5 oov  

● Given to write package  

● Discussion with news editor about news script  

● Given to write ticker by News editor  

● Go out to the field with reporter  
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Seventh week (14 November- 20 November)  
  

  

● Chief reporter assign me to the field  

● To cover the program of “Tax card and Reputation ceremony”  

● Write the news oov of this program for 10 PM news  

  

  

  

                               Eighth week (21 November- 27 November)  

    

  

● Go outside with the reporter   

● Given to prepared two packages  

● Given assign to cover a program as a substitute reporter   

●Writing oov   
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Ninth week (28 November- 4 December)  

  

  

● Went outside with reporter for sports news cover   

● Given to take an interview of a guest   

● Writing commercial news oov  

  

  

  

  

  

Tenth week (5 December- 11 December)  

  

● Went for two fieldwork and write news of that program  

● Also take two interview after ending the program  

● Writing oov  

● Assign a commercial program of “premier bank”  
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4.7 Skills developed during my internship  

  

I have done my internship at News24. During this period I worked as a newsroom editor as well 

as reporter. I cover minimum six assignment which I found from my supervisor. To my whole 

internship time I learn and face different experiences and learn how to overcome the problem. I 

develop different kind of skill. Basically I learn how to communicate others. In this period I 

develop different skills these are given below:  

  

  

■ Good communication skill      

■ How to communicate others   

■ Collecting Source  

■ Timeliness   

■ Accuracy  

■ News edit  

■ News Writing   

■ Writing oov & shot  

■ Practical field work experience  

■ Coordinate professionalism   

■ Writing skill  

■ News sense   
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4.8 Problems Encountered  

  

  

  

Internship program is great opportunity for every body’s life. Yes I worked News24 and it makes 

me great opportunity. But everywhere, there are some specific problem. I found some problem 

during my internship period. Some problem oriented are given below:  

  

  

● At first I told three month is not enough for internship. This short time all the section are not 

cover.    

● During my internship transport problem is another major problem of a news house. If it could 

cover emergency to go the spot but when you see there is no transport in your house.  

● I could not attend a program for transport.  

● There are some technical problem in the house like IT, server down etc.  

● It’s confusing to collect information from different personnel.  
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Chapter 5  

Recommendations  

  

  

  

  

All the steps I need to get out of a total lack of internship. It is really difficult for me to 

recommend all the necessary steps. But I can recommend some necessary steps to overcome the 

difficulties. It could be well for this organization. These are given below:    

  

● I've noticed a lack of editing and reporting in the newsroom, and some employees should be 

appoint.  

● The editor should focus on the news standards. The news need to be more neutral.  

● Entertainment content needs to be added to reach more audiences.  

● Authorities should appoint good presenters to present better news.  

● Authorities must take care of their employees.  

● Authorities must develop their transport sectors.  

● Chief reporter need more conscious their reporters.  

● Need appointed more it person.   
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Chapter 6  

Conclusion  

  

  

6.1 SWOT Analysis  

   

Strengths  

• Always updated and latest news published  

• Has goods readership  

• Covers vast area, just not Dhaka- centric  

• Trustable news channel  

  

  

  

  

Weaknesses  

• Lacks Of newsroom editor  

• Lack of latest updates ticker, just in information  

• Lacks of reporters  

• Poor transport systems  

• Do not have enough employees to cover news fast and smoothly  
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Opportunities 

• Arrival of new technologies  

• Office transport can be increased.  

• More employees can be employed to improve news qualities.  

• The facilities current employees enjoy, can be increased.  

  

  

  

  

Threats  

• Political Influence  

• Becoming less credible.  

• Lawsuits for misrepresentation of any news or information.  
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Conclusion  

  

  

I think overall, my internship journey is good experience for me. It helps me as a bridge of a river. 

I respect and saying that Daffodil International University is the best private university in our 

country. I specially thanks all my department teachers for support me. I am lucky to work at 

News24. There are many talents where I worked. Many people encourage me a lot and every 

person of News24 are helpful. They help and support me always. Though the full three month 

internship is not enough for a student to learn many thinks but this three month internship time 

help me to go to the professional life. I am so glad and happy now because I confidently said that 

I can good perform in this sector now. Now television is so famous near the every people. People 

are concern about what happened today. Mass people always try to connect with television for 

Infotainment. This kind of media connect instead every elements. During my whole internship 

time I gather and learn many term of journalism. It will help me confidently go outside of my life.  

At last thanks to Daffodil International University as well as News24 to give me the opportunity. 

This time of three month internship would facilitate me to be a good journalist. I want conclude to 

give thanks for my all well-wishers.  
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Picture: interviewing for news  
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